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Gabriel and Melissa were enjoying their time together in Harbingers Falls. Months had gone by with no sign
of activity from Dr. Franklin Terzini. Their lives had returned to normal, or as normal as could be expected.
They knew that as long as Terzini lived, however, they would never be truly safe. Yet they tried to enjoy
each day of safety that passed. Working and planning for college distracted them from the never-ending
threat that loomed on their horizon. But jobs and future plans are jeopardized when they discover pregnant
women have been disappearing across the country. Their discovery means their days of peace have ended.
Gabriel suspects the disappearances are related to Terzini. To be sure, he and Melissa, along with Yoshi and
Alexandra, travel to California to see for themselves. While there, they discover that the geneticist has, in
fact, been busy in his absence, and that the missing women are just the beginning of an elaborate plot to
eradicate humankind. Gabriel's journey leads him to the the small town of Santa Ynez, California. There, he
learns that the community has been compromised, infiltrated by a legion of Terzini's creations. Members of
the new race walk among the general population, work, even hold positions of power. All the while, its
citizens remain unaware. Except one. Army Staff Sergeant Jack Downing has returned to Santa Ynez after
completing his final tour of active duty in the Middle East. The impending birth of his first child and
adjusting to civilian lifestyle had him feeling nervous and excited; until he saw his wife, Dawn. Dawn melted
his every worry. Wrapped in her loving arms he knew their future would be bright. But his warm
homecoming is cut short when two police officers arrive at his home and abduct his pregnant wife. Worlds
collide in this heart-pounding continuation of the Dark Creations series. Pregnant women are being targeted,
a geneticist is being tracked, and abductors will be hunted. Will Gabriel stop Dr. Terzini before he overtakes
humanity? Will Jack rescue his wife and unborn child, or have their fates already been sealed?
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From Reader Review Dark Creations: The Hunted for online ebook

Samantha says

Too much repetition and detail on things that don't matter, and not enough feeling from the story and it's
characters.

Chrissy says

Once again, Jennifer and Christopher Martucci have blown me away. Each book in this saga is better than
the last. This book is my favorite so far. You really get to see how relationships have bloomed into a rock
solid union between some of the characters. You get to see the softer side of the tougher characters, and the
tougher side of some of the more delicate ones. I each book in the saga picks up where the last left off ,but
it's fresh and intriguing. There are so many twists and turns and unexpected events, I was on the edge of my
seat when reading it. It is the perfect combination, of action and romance. I think there isn't anyone that
wouldn't enjoy the books in this saga, there is truly something for everyone in them.

Eugene Finley says

I am glad they left it open for another installment. Can't wait for it. Very good book; it kept me reading.

S.M. Yair-Levy says

Thrilling, scary and freaky! The authors still had some word vomit going on but not as bad in this book. In
the other books I always found at least one chapter completely boring or irritating to read but this one had
none! Can't wait for the next one!

Spoilers LoTS!

Gab and mess end up hooking up but before she's worried he doesnt like her that way and during the whole
book gab is worried hes not a real person in her eyes. Then Yoshi discovers random kidnapings of pregnant
women in Cali. So Gabriel, Melissa, Alexandra, and Yoshi travel to Cali to take down Terzini and his
creations. Terzini is experimenting on these women and falls for his latest preggo woman. The fantastic four
find jack (preggo womans husband and ex military)they hunt down the creations then Jarrod, terzinis first in
command, is in love with himself *literally* and tries to kidnap Alex to rape her. Then they hunt jarrod
down, save alex and get him to coerce Terzini to meeting spot. The four get all of the 60 creations to a place
rigged to blow and what we don't know is that a person EVEN worse than Eugine, Jarrod and Terzini
combined is waiting at the laboratory....



Laura Hernandez (TheVoluptuousBkDiva/YABkDivas) says

Overlooking the typos (wish I could work as a proof reader) I can tell you that I loved reading this book and
I can't wait to read the next installment!

Lynn says

I've enjoyed this series, but am put off by the large numbers of typos and completely wrong words being
used. Not sure if this problem is only in the kindle versions, which I read. This is something that definitely
needs to be fixed.


